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These release notes accompany Oracle Email Server Release 5.0 for Sun SPARC 
Solaris 2.6. They contain the following topics:

n What’s New in this Release?

n Contents of the CD-ROM

n Client Certification

n Known Limitations

n Known Bugs

n Known Third Party Client Limitations

n Additional References

What’s New in this Release?
This release updates the technology stack for Email Server to use version 8.1.6 of 
the database. Additional new features include:

n Upgraded administration tool

n Web-based Self Service Utility

The web-based self service utility is a servlet. Through the self service utility, 
users can change their mail server password, view their folder quotas, set 
auto-reply templates, and send messages to restricted distribution lists. 

n Improved log and error formats

n Server side rules

Enables the user to define automatically performed actions on messages 
entering their Inbox.
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n PL/SQL APIs

Provides programatic (PL/SQL) access to the message stores.

Contents of the CD-ROM
Oracle Email Server Release 5.0 includes one CD: 

The Oracle Email Server product shipment also includes a restricted use license for:

n Oracle Internet Directory version 2.0.6

n Oracle 8.1.6 Database 

Client Certification
Oracle Email Server supports standard IMAP4/POP3 clients. This product has been 
certified and tested against the following:

n Netscape 4.7

n Netscape 4.6

n Outlook Express 5.0

n Eudora Pro 4.2

n Lotus Notes R5

CD Title Contents

Oracle Email Server
Release 5.0
for Sun SPARC Solaris 
2.6

There are two editions of this CD:

n Domestic Edition (for the United States)

n Oracle Email Server for Sun SPARC Solaris 2.6 
with 128-bit SSL encryption

n Administration Tool for Sun SPARC Solaris 2.6

n Export Edition

n Oracle Email Server for Sun SPARC Solaris 2.6 
with 40-bit SSL encryption

n Administration Tool for Sun SPARC Solaris 2.6
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Known Limitations
The following are known limitations the Email Server:

n The on-line help for ESPrefs does not contain information on Auto-Forward 
and the Distribution List. See the Chapter 3 of the Oracle Email Server 5.0 
Administration Guide.

n If a production system is upgraded from 4.3, 4.2, or any other version prior to 
5.0, the system can contain undelivered messages that the new 5.0 server no 
longer process. This is because the new version of the server uses a more 
efficient method of mail delivery that is not compatible with the old algorithm.

Workaround: Configure a postman instance with the NOTIFICATION 
parameter  set to value 1. Run the postman instance for 1 day to clear up 
all old undelivered messages. This instance can be deregistered since the 
NOTIFICATION parameter is no longer used in Email Server 5.0. 

n Do not put spaces in object names, use an underscore in place of the space. 
This does not apply for descriptions or address lines.

Example: Use John_Smith instead of John Smith.

Known Bugs
The following bugs are known to exist in Email Server Release 5.0 and are grouped 
by process or component.

n 726152: Multibyte characters cannot be read when a message body is encoded 
with Base64.

n 756125: IMAP cannot create a Korean named folder.

n 861090: Attribute deletion from Email Server is not synchronized to the LDAP 
directory.

n 939584: When deleting templates from a Public Template folder without 
permission, either does not display an error message or displays an incorrect 
error message.

n 994522: Users cannot view all created Public folders.

n 1079751: Email Server supports 16 guardians at maximum.  

Workaround: Do not attempt to have more than 16 different values for 
process guardian ID. If the system is accidently configured with more than 
16 different values for process guardian ID, update the process settings 
until 16 or fewer different values are in use. It is possible to configure the 
system to have more than 16 guardians, but doing so will prevent 
processes from being started and stopped.
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n 1010804: When a user does not have sufficient privileges and tries to move 
message to a Public subfolder, the error message appears as "Read-only 
folder," it should say "Insufficient privileges."

n 1124313: When an organization object is deleted from the LDAP Directory 
this object is not deleted from the OES Directory.

n 1163284: The Wallet Manager banner reports the wrong version number of the 
software.

n 1167639: Some objects that are created on the LDAP Server are not 
synchronized with Email Server.

n 1167821: During a fresh installation of a DCN node gateway, the process 
parameter is not inserted in the database, although the gateway name is 
inserted.

Workaround: After installation, delete the default gateway and reinstall a 
new one using the admin tool.

n 1171570: An error may occur when the postman inserts messages into the 
remote node.

n 1175458:  When there is an SCN/DCN in one domain and a second DCN in 
another subdomain subscribing to the SCN/DCN node, the return message 
delivery is aborted.

Workaround: Do not subscribe the second DCN residing in another 
domain to the SCN/DCN node.

n 1175886: Non delivery notification to the distribution list may not contain all 
invalid recipients, if the address list is over 2k.

n 1177663: The client is disconnected when trying to open attachments encoded 
with uuenccode.

Known Third Party Client Limitations
This section provides descriptions of known third party client limitations. The 
limitations are grouped by third party application.

n 1151870: Outlook Express 4.72 and 5.0 sometimes fails to decode text body 
parts correctly, causing "=" signs to appear in the mail body.

n 1158877: In Netscape Communicator 4.61, when a  HTML page is sent as an 
attachment, in some cases does not format the email correctly according to 
RFC822 standard. When a message such as this is retrieved by the IMAP4 
server, it reports an error that the message has missing body parts or 
attachments.

n 1173071: Lotus notes client cannot display sender info in forwarded message.
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n 1173965   Original sender cannot open a reply to distribution list messages.

Additional References
For information not covered in these Release Notes, see the following:

n Oracle Email Server Understanding and Planning Guide

n Oracle Email Server 5.0 Administration Guide

n Email Server Messaging Developer’s Guide

n Oracle Email Server Installation Guide

n Oracle Support Services web site at http://www.oracle.com/support
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